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Intro Glaeser Gyourko Rosenthal

Durable Housing

Glaeser and Gyourko (GG) note that nearly all urban
economics models assume housing can be built and knocked
down quickly (think about monocentric city)

However, in really housing is quite durable: once it’s built it
remains in a location for a very long time

GG argue that this durability affects spatial equilibrium: physical
housing structures can have causal effects on economic
outcomes

Rosenthal shows that houses are occupied by different income
groups over time and that these income transitions occur fairly
quickly

An implication is that once a house is built it can have a causal
effect on who lives where
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Glaeser Gyourko JPE 2005

Authors start by noting the extremely strong correlation
between housing units and population: essentially housing is a
direct measure of population

But, if a city experiences a decline (ex: productivity decline), the
housing still remains. Empirically, this implies the population
doesn’t shrink–why?

Declining cities have an inelastic stock of housing–price (or
rent) is independent of cost (can decline to zero)

These declining cities offer cheap housing, which attracts low
human capital (low wage) workers
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Kinked Supply Curve for Housingurban decline and durable housing 347

Fig. 1.—The nature of housing supply and construction costs

among cities with at least 100,000 people at the beginning of the 1990s).
Durable housing largely explains why decline typically is such a lengthy
process. The eight consistently declining cities referenced above remain
large places even after five consecutive decades of population loss.

As figure 1 suggests, a durable housing model predicts that increases
in population will be associated with small increases in prices, but de-
creases in population will be associated with large decreases in prices.
The data support this prediction. Durable housing also suggests that
exogenous forces predicting urban growth will have large effects on
population and small effects on prices. Conversely, exogenous forces
that predict urban decline will have small effects on population and big
effects on prices. Using the weather as a source of exogenous changes
in the attractiveness of cities, we find support for these predictions.

Durability also implies that a negative shock to a city’s productivity
will continue to cause population declines over many subsequent dec-
ades. This is consistent with our results, which show that the degree of
persistence in population change among declining cities is double that
for growing cities. Durability of housing also implies that the distribution
of house prices should predict future growth, and not merely because
high house prices reflect future price appreciation. Population growth
is indeed much lower in cities with larger fractions of their housing
stocks valued below the cost of new construction. This is not a causal
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Implications of Model

Summary of model ideas:
1. Cities will grow faster in response to a positive shock than

they will decline in response to a negative shock of the
same size

2. Positive shocks increase population but have small effects
on prices; negative shocks have large effects on prices but
small effects on population

3. Supply curve is kinked at construction cost threshold–cities
with housing prices below this threshold are “in decline”
and will have rapid price decreases in response to
negative shocks
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Housing Prices Are Below Replacement Rates in
Many Cities

Fig. 2.—Median price regression and construction costs. The dashed horizontal line represents the $97,974 construction costs (in 2000 dollars) for
a modest-quality, 1,200–square foot single-family home estimated by R. S. Means (2000a). The observation for Honolulu is not plotted for ease of
presentation.
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Asymmetry between growing and declining cities
PriceAppreciationi,t =
α0 + α1 × PopLossi,t + α2 × PopGaini,t + α3 × δt + εi,t354 journal of political economy

TABLE 1
Relationship between Price Changes and Population Changes from

Equation (3) (Part b of Proposition 1)

a1

(1)
a2

(2)
Test for a1 p a2

(3)

2R
(4)

Results from pooled
decadal observations
(N p 963)*

1.80
(.20)

.23
(.05)

F(1, 320) p 45.20
Prob 1 F p .00

.19

Results from three-
decade change (N p
321)†

1.64
(.19)

.09
(.04)

F(1, 320) p 55.16
Prob 1 F p .00

.15

Note.—Standard errors (in parentheses) are based on clustering at the city level. There are 321 city clusters in each
regression. Specifications are estimated using data on cities with at least 30,000 residents in 1970. There are 963
observations on the pooled decadal changes and 321 observations on the 30-year changes. Population and house prices
are obtained from the decennial censuses. Decadal dummy coefficients and intercepts are suppressed throughout. Full
results are available on request. See the text for added detail on the specification.

* Observations pertain to the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s.
† Observations pertain to 1970–2000.

our cities. If housing was not durable, we would expect to see much
more of a quantity response in declining cities over longer time spans,
reducing the asymmetry predicted by our model.

The second implication of proposition 1 is that price changes are
more sensitive to population changes when the changes are negative.
While there obviously is no causal linkage implied here, a concave re-
lationship between price appreciation and population growth is an im-
portant testable hypothesis implied by our framework. To investigate
this issue, we regress the percentage growth in housing prices (all prices
are in 2000 dollars) on a transformation of its population growth as
shown in equation (3) below. Population growth is entered in piecewise
linear form to allow for differential effects in expanding versus declining
cities. Thus the POPLOSSi,t variable takes on a value of zero if city i’s
population grew during decade t and equals city i’s actual percentage
decline in population if the city lost population during the relevant
decade. Analogously, the POPGAINi,t variable equals zero if the city lost
population during time period t and equals the actual population
growth rate if the city gained population. Whenever observations are
pooled across decades, we include time dummies (dt) to allow for dif-
ferent intercepts across decades and correct for intertemporal corre-
lation in the error terms associated with multiple observations on the
same city over time. The actual specification estimated is

house price appreciation rate (%) pi,t

a � a # POPLOSS � a # POPGAIN � a # d � e , (3)0 1 i,t 2 i,t 3 t i,t

where ei,t is the standard error term.
The first row of table 1 reports results from a specification that pools

the 963 observations on decadal price and population growth that we
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GG JPE 2005: Conclusions

Authors conduct many exercises to try and show robustness of
argument (we’ve seen versions of these analyses in more
recent Glaeser papers, so skipping)

Main result of asymmetry between growth and decline seems
stable

Perhaps main contribution of paper is to emphasize the
importance of the durability of housing itself–influenced many
subsequent papers examining this idea
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Rosenthal: how should government provide housing
assistance for low income households?

If the government wants to help, should it provide vouchers
(payment for housing) or build low income housing directly?

Many economists would argue that unless there is market
failure, it’s better to provide aid as money, rather than
government production of a product

However, there is evidence that most new housing construction
is not developed for low income households

Instead, the market provides housing for low-income
households through a process called “filtering”

The question is then: is filtering fast enough to provide
adequate housing for these households?
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Filtering (Sweeney, JUE 1974)

Housing is a “hierarchical good” in quality, roughly meaning
consumers agree on ranking of each house

As soon as a house is built, it starts to deteriorate so that the
same unit offers less value to a consumer over time (fewer
housing services)

Owners can affect the rate of deterioration through
maintenance expenditure; they choose the level of
maintenance to maximize profits

As a house deteriorates, households with higher incomes move
out and lower income households move in

Eventually, the house deteriorates beyond a minimum quality
and it is then knocked down and removed from the market
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Filtering, Low Income HH’s, and Renters

Developers may not build new housing for low income
households or renters (“purpose built rental”)

Many explanations for this, including high land values, financing
difficulties (pre-sales help developers to get loans),

However, if filtering transitions are fairly quick, then even new
luxury housing benefits low income owner-occupiers and
renters

Important policy question because housing assistance can be
provided as vouchers (US: Section 8 Housing) or through direct
provision (government owned buildings, or credits to
developers like Low Income Housing Tax Credit)
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Rosenthal AER 2014: Main Idea
Provide first direct evidence on filtering by analyzing a panel of
houses from 1985-2011

Includes information on occupants (used for looking at income
transitions), “tenure” of house (do occupants rent or own),
extensive info on characteristics of house (incl. age)

Uses methodology similar to repeat sales method to deal with
heterogeneity of housing

Shows filtering rate can be decomposed into function of income
elasticity and price elasticity of housing demand, along with
basic depreciation rate of housing services (deterioration rate)

Argues that in many markets filtering is sufficiently quick to
provide low income housing, but in most expensive markets it’s
significantly slower. Suggests direct provision of low income
housing is inefficient in most markets (possibly excepting most
expensive)
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Data

American Housing Survey (public government data) biennial
panel, 1985-2011 (14 waves)

Gives current income of occupants, thus first observation of a
house does not provide information of income when occupants
first arrived. In estimation mostly uses houses observed at
least three times.

As always, repeat sales methods only use entities (houses)
observed multiple times

Intended to be nationally representative, uses MSA (city) fixed
effects in all regressions
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Summary Stats
691ROSENTHAL: FILTERING AND LOW-INCOME HOUSINGVOL. 104 NO. 2

Summary statistics for the key features of the sample are reported in Table 1. In the 
top row of the table, note that the average number of years between home turnovers 
is 4.17 for rental units and 7.18 for owner-occupied units. The faster turnover rate 
for rental units is consistent with well documented evidence that renters are mobile. 
Notice also that among homes belonging to the rent-to-rent sample, 24.88 per-
cent experience just one pair of turnovers (or two turnovers) while 40.53 percent 
of the units have four or more pairs of turnovers. Among homes belonging to the 
 own-to-own sample, 57  percent experience only one pair of turnovers and just 
3.79 percent have four or more pairs of turnovers. I draw on these multiple turnover 
homes later in the article when estimating house fixed effect models.

year. If instead one excludes turnover pairs with initial arriving occupant income below $5,000 (in real terms) the 
analogous estimate is roughly 2.1 percent per year. Omitting turnover pairs for which either first- or second-arriving 
occupant income was nonpositive yields similar results. On the other hand, restricting second-arriving occupant 
income to nonpositive values without imposing restrictions on first-arriving occupant income truncates the distribu-
tion of possible filtering values from below and reduces filtering rates.

Table 1—Summary Statistics by Turnover Typea

Rent-to-rent 
turnoversb

Own-to-own 
turnoversb

Pooled renter 
and owner 
turnovers 

incl. tenure 
transitionsb

Years between all turnover pairsc 4.17 7.18 4.47

Distribution of number of turnover pairs per home (percent)c

 1 pair (2 turnovers) 24.88 57.00 23.44
 2 pairs (3 turnovers) 19.65 29.57 20.03
 3 pairs (4 turnovers) 14.94 9.64 15.32
 4+ pairs (5 or more turnovers) 40.53 3.79 41.21

log change in nominal income between turnover pairsc 0.063 0.157 0.074
log change in real income between all turnover pairs (US$(2011))c −0.118 −0.075 −0.106
Age of home at time of turnovers (years) 37.37 31.06 36.04
Percent of homes that experience at least 1 tenure change — — 36.45

Distribution of tenure transitions across all turnovers (percent)
 Rent to rent — — 74.76
 Own to own — — 16.85
 Rent to own — — 3.31
 Own to rent — — 4.06

Owner-occupancy rate across all home-year observationsd

 All homes — — 67.7
 Homes under 5 years in age — — 76.4
 Homes age 5 to 50 years — — 68.7
 Homes over age 50 — — 64.1

Number of homes 19,041 9,789 28,072
Observations 56,139 13,782 72,170

a Additional summary measures for all of the variables used in the hedonic and housing demand models (Tables 2 
and 5) are in the online Appendix.

b Sample restricted to observations on homes at the time the home turns over from one occupant to another. The 
Pooled sample in column 3 includes the sum of observations from rent-to-rent and own-to-own turnovers, plus ad-
ditional turnovers in which the home changed tenure status (rent-to-own or own-to-rent).

c Each turnover pair is made up of two turnovers. At least one pair is necessary to estimate the repeat income 
model.

d Sample is based on the entire stock of homes over the sample horizon and includes all observations at the time 
of turnover and all observations between turnover dates.
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Renters vs Owners (Online Appendix)

 2

Table A-1: Sample Means for the 
Hedonic and Housing Demand Variables in Tables A-2 and A-4a 

 

 Renter Occupied Owner Occupied 

Rent (monthly) in $2011 784 - 

Sale Price in $2011 (in 0,000s) - 171,754 

Age of house (years) 37.37 31.06 

Single Family Detached 0.176 0.765 

Single Family Attached 0.010 0.029 

Multi-Family 0.789 0.115 

Mobile Home 0.026 0.091 

Garage 0.165 0.353 

Rooms 3.78 5.575 

Baths 1.09 1.53 

Bars on windows 0.015 0.008 

Bldgs within ½ block have bars 0.053 0.017 

Bldgs within ½  block 7+ stories 0.005 0.001 

Bldgs within ½ block 4-6 stories 0.010 0.002 

Waterfront 0.003 0.005 

Public housing 0.011 - 

Rent controlled 0.010 - 

Family income ($2011 in 0,000s) 27.70 67.47 

Age of household head (years) 34.69 39.60 

Married 0.332 0.680 

Single female 0.225 0.075 

School age children present 0.150 0.145 

White 0.664 0.866 

Asian 0.030 0.025 

Black 0.146 0.039 

Hispanic 0.136 0.062 

Other non-white 0.023 0.009 

Less than high school 0.187 0.093 

High school degree 0.316 0.281 

Some college 0.271 0.252 

College degree 0.164 0.249 

College degree or more 0.061 0.123 

Observations 56,139 13,782 
aAll individual-specific variables (e.g. Age) pertain to the household head. 
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Depreciation Rates

log pit = X ′
itβ + γageit + εit

693ROSENTHAL: FILTERING AND LOW-INCOME HOUSINGVOL. 104 NO. 2

are higher: 0.84 percent for all homes, 0.51 percent for multifamily, and 0.9 percent 
for single family. Extrapolating using the full-sample depreciation rates, a 50-year-
old rental unit rents for 83.9 percent of a newly built home, while a typical 50-year-
old owner-occupied unit sells for 65.6 percent of a newly built home. Based solely 
on these estimates, one could conclude that filtering is quite limited as a long term 
source of affordable housing. As will be shown, that would not be correct.

III. The Repeat Income Model

A. Econometric Specification

As noted earlier, the core empirical strategy is motivated by widely used repeat 
sales methods (e.g., Bailey, Muth, and Nourse 1963; Case and Shiller 1989; Case and 
Quigley 1991; Harding, Rosenthal, and Sirmans 2007). Suppose that a home turns 
over twice and that we observe the income (Y ) of the new occupant at each turnover. 
In the model below, turnover “dates” are measured based on the age in years of the 
home at the time of a given turnover. Thus, if a home is ten years old at the time of a 
sale or turning over of a rental unit, the “date” of that turnover is said to be ten years.

Consider now two successive turnovers at ages t and t + τ years, respectively. For 
each of these turnovers, the income of the arriving occupant can be written as

(1a)   Y  t  =  e  γ t    f  ( X t ;  β t ),

(1b)   Y  t+τ  =  e  γ t+τ    f  ( X t+τ  ;  β t+τ ),

where f  (X; β) is an unknown and potentially nonlinear function of the structural 
and neighborhood characteristics of the home (X) and their shadow prices (β).  

Table 2—Hedonic Regressions of House Rent and House Price

Rental units: log of gross rent Owner-occupied units: log of sale price

All Multifamily Single family All Multifamily Single family

House age (years) −0.0035** −0.0031** −0.0051** −0.0084** −0.0051* −0.0090**
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0006) (0.0012) (0.0022) (0.0012)

Structural attributesa Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Neigh attributesa Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
MSA FE 147 147 139 147 103 147
Year FE 27 27 27 27 27 27
Within R2 0.159 0.131 0.226 0.446 0.128 0.298

Observations 56,139 44,280 10,417 13,782 1,583 10,946

a Structural features include structure type (single family detached, single family attached, multifamily, mobile 
homes), whether a garage is present, number of rooms, number of bathrooms, whether there are bars on some of 
the windows. Neighborhood features include whether some of the buildings within one-half block have bars on the 
windows, whether tall buildings are present within one-half block (seven or more stories tall, four to six stories tall, 
and less than four stories tall), and whether the home is on a waterfront location. For rental units additional controls 
are provided for whether the unit is owned by the government (i.e., public housing), and whether rent controls are 
in force. The complete results from the hedonic regressions are provided in the online Appendix. 

Standard errors clustered at the MSA level in parentheses.
** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 * Significant at the 5 percent level.
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Full Hedonic Table (Online Appendix)

 3

 
Table A-2: Hedonic Regressions of House Rent and Price 

(standard errors clustered at the MSA level are in parentheses)a 

 

 
Rental Units 

Dependent Variable: Log of Gross Rent 
Owner-Occupied Units 

Dependent Variable: Log of Sale Price 

 All Multi-family Single Family All Multi-family Single Family 

House age (yrs) -0.0035** -0.0031** -0.0051** -0.0084** -0.0051* -0.0090** 
 (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0006) (0.0012) (0.0022) (0.0012) 

SFA 0.0476 - - 0.0093 - - 
 (0.0760) - - (0.0821) - - 

SFD -0.0283 - - 0.0220 - - 
 (0.0344) - - (0.0483) - - 

MH -0.3409** - - -1.4292** - - 
 (0.0188) - - (0.0311) - - 

Garage 0.1236** 0.1284** 0.1285** 0.2261** 0.2020** 0.1865** 
 (0.0225) (0.0285) (0.0107) (0.0228) (0.0482) (0.0345) 

Number rooms 0.0906** 0.0829** 0.1125** 0.1713** 0.1553** 0.1678** 
 (0.0050) (0.0069) (0.0044) (0.0069) (0.0219) (0.0079) 

Number baths 0.2069** 0.2013** 0.2000** 0.2289** 0.2294** 0.1967** 
 (0.0164) (0.0092) (0.0413) (0.0166) (0.0430) (0.0138) 

Bars on windows -0.0225 -0.0306 -0.0237 0.0249 0.1896 -0.0216 
 (0.0142) (0.0159) (0.0381) (0.0829) (0.1262) (0.1037) 

Bldgs within ½ -0.0637** -0.0626** -0.0876* -0.0973 -0.0878 -0.1334* 
   block have bars (0.0113) (0.0124) (0.0409) (0.0646) (0.2024) (0.0620) 

Bldgs within ½ 0.0691 0.0689 0.3565** 0.3588* 0.2749 -0.3663** 
   block 7+ stories (0.0402) (0.0407) (0.1271) (0.1542) (0.2081) (0.0285) 

Bldgs within ½ 0.0727* 0.0703* 0.1092 0.4153** 0.2437 0.4532** 
   block 4-6 stories (0.0350) (0.0316) (0.1246) (0.1312) (0.2142) (0.1198) 

Waterfront 0.1418** 0.1517** 0.1083* 0.0483 0.0374 0.1244 
 (0.0423) (0.0557) (0.0463) (0.0535) (0.0715) (0.0689) 

Public housing -0.6330** -0.6242** -0.8434** - - - 
 (0.0281) (0.0288) (0.1196) - - - 

Rent controlled 0.0059 -0.0050 0.1538* - - - 
 (0.0388) (0.0448) (0.0747) - - - 

MSA Fixed Effects 147 147 139 147 103 147 

Year Fixed Effects 27 27 27 27 27 27 

R-squared 0.159 0.131 0.226 0.446 0.128 0.298 

Observations 56,139 44,280 10,417 13,782 1,583 10,946 
a One * indicates significant at the 5 percent level; Two stars indicate significant at the 1 percent level. 
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Repeat Income Specification
Let occupant income in year t , Yt , be a function of house
characteristics and a depreciation rate γ:

Yt = eγt f (Xt ;βt), Yt+τ = eγt+τ f (Xt+τ ;βt+τ ) Equations 1a,1b

log

(
Yt+τ

Yt

)
= γt+τ − γt + ωt+τ (2)

This can be re-written for any consecutive observations of the
same house i in t and t + τi (“turnover pair”):

log

(
Yt+τ,i

Yt , i

)
=

τi∑
t=1

γtDt ,i + ωt ,i (4)

where Dt is −1 for first period of pair, 1 for second period of
pair, and 0 otherwise
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Repeat Income Estimates for Rental Housing (γ)

695ROSENTHAL: FILTERING AND LOW-INCOME HOUSINGVOL. 104 NO. 2

rapid? Survivor effects may help to answer the first question: homes that survive to 
an old age likely possess unobserved attributes that enhance their physical and/or 
economic durability and slow the rate at which older homes are observed to filter 
down.15 Nevertheless, few homes are demolished before age 50, while the plots 
in Figure 1 tend to flatten out beginning at about age 40. The central patterns in 
Figure 1, therefore, seem likely to be robust to survivor effects which, if anything, 
would slow the rate of filtering. The key question, therefore, is why are rental hous-
ing filtering rates so high relative to depreciation rates and  owner-occupied homes?

15 Previous studies have confirmed, for example, that homes tend to be demolished when they become suf-
ficiently obsolete and/or dilapidated. See Dye and McMillen (2007); Brueckner and Rosenthal (2009); McMillen 
and O’Sullivan (2013); Rosenthal (2008); and Rosenthal and Helsley (1994).
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 _  Y t,i 

   )  =  ∑  
t=1

   
 τ i 

    γ t   D t,i  +  ω t,i  from equation (3).
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Repeat Income Estimates for Owner-Occupied (γ)

695ROSENTHAL: FILTERING AND LOW-INCOME HOUSINGVOL. 104 NO. 2

rapid? Survivor effects may help to answer the first question: homes that survive to 
an old age likely possess unobserved attributes that enhance their physical and/or 
economic durability and slow the rate at which older homes are observed to filter 
down.15 Nevertheless, few homes are demolished before age 50, while the plots 
in Figure 1 tend to flatten out beginning at about age 40. The central patterns in 
Figure 1, therefore, seem likely to be robust to survivor effects which, if anything, 
would slow the rate of filtering. The key question, therefore, is why are rental hous-
ing filtering rates so high relative to depreciation rates and  owner-occupied homes?

15 Previous studies have confirmed, for example, that homes tend to be demolished when they become suf-
ficiently obsolete and/or dilapidated. See Dye and McMillen (2007); Brueckner and Rosenthal (2009); McMillen 
and O’Sullivan (2013); Rosenthal (2008); and Rosenthal and Helsley (1994).
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A puzzle: low depreciation rates but fast filtering

Rental units depreciate at 0.35% each year; a 50 yr-old rental
rents for 1 − exp(0.0035 ∗ 50) = 83.9% of a just built rental

New housing depreciates at 0.84%; a 50 yr-old house sells for
65.6 of new price

But the people renting a 50 year-old house have just 30% of
income of new house renters; 50 year-old owner occupiers
have 70% of income of new home owner-occupiers.

Author notes this is a puzzle: why don’t the filtering rates match
depreciation rates, and how can rental filtering rates be so
high?
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Housing Demand Model and Income Transitions
To try and explain this puzzle, author uses a simple model of
housing demand to think about the factors affecting filtering

log(ht ,i) = θY log(Yt ,i) + θq log(qt ,i) (4)

Variable ht ,i is total housing services (quality adjusted), Yt ,i is
income of occupant, and qt ,i is price of a single unit of housing
services

To get an expression for filtering we solve for Y and then
difference across two time periods.

Define the rate of depreciation as log(ht+τ,i/ht ,i) = dτi , then:

log

(
Yt+τ,i

Yt ,i

)
=

d
θY
τi −

θq

θY
log

(
qt+τ,i

qt ,i

)
+ ωt ,i (5)
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Components of the filtering rate

log

(
Yt+τ,i

Yt ,i

)
=

d
θY
τi −

θq

θY
log

(
qt+τ,i

qt ,i

)
+ ωt ,i (5)

If prices are constant (qt = qt+τ ) then filtering is the
depreciation rate (presumably negative), scaled by the income
elasticity of demand θY .

If this is elastic (θY > 1) then filtering is faster because richer
households wish to consume more housing (depreciated house
offers insufficient housing services)

If prices are increasing (qt < qt+τ ) then this offsets depreciation
and houses can even filter up. Note that we assume
θq < 0, θY > 0

Lastly, author notes that over sample period housing price
growth was much less than depreciation. Effect of income
elasticity on filtering can be approximated by d/θ2

Y , thus annual
filtering faster than depreciation when θY < 1
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Instrumenting for Price Growth

Equation of housing demand requires price of housing
services, q, but housing price p data is actually a measure of
expenditure: p = q ∗ h (ex: bigger houses have higher prices).

This introduces bias because housing services depreciate and
affect price p, which in turns affects filtering equation (extra
dτi ):

log(pt+τ,i/pt ,i) = log(qt+τ,i/qt ,i) + dτi (7)

log

(
Yt+τ,i

Yt ,i

)
=

d
θY

(1 + θq)τi −
θq

θY
log

(
pt+τ,i

pt ,i

)
+ ωt ,i (8)

Author uses MSA index of house price growth as instrument for
housing price: should give price growth without depreciation
specific to house i
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indexes should reduce bias associated with the extra dτ term in (8) and yield higher 
estimates of age-related filtering, a pattern confirmed in the data.19

C. Rental and Owner-Occupied Filtering Rates

Estimates of the models above are presented in Table  3 with arriving occupant 
income expressed in real (constant dollar) terms. Panel A reports estimates for rental 

19 The primary reason to be cautious of the FHFA instrument is that income drives housing demand and may 
affect price. Although measuring income at the individual level mitigates this concern, I cannot rule out the possibil-
ity that macroeconomic shocks could affect the change in individual occupant income and the FHFA price index.

Table 3—Real Change (log) in Arriving Occupant Incomea

OLS OLS OLS 2SLSb OLSd

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A. Renter occupied
Years between turnover (d/ θ  Y ) −0.0181** −0.0194** −0.0237** −0.0271** −0.0299**

(0.0022) (0.0021) (0.0018) (0.0020) (0.0027)
Percent change in FHFA Indexc — — 0.2522** — 0.2528**

— — (0.0489) — (0.0368)
log change in rent ( θ  q / θ  Y ) — 0.1876** — 1.289** —

— (0.0105) — (0.1374) —

MSA fixed effects 147 147 147 147 —
House fixed effects — — — — 12,861
KP weak inst. F-statistic — — — 270.98 —
First-stage coeff on %ΔFHFA index — — — 0.1957** —

— — — (0.0302) —

Root MSE 1.289 1.286 1.289 1.403 1.409

Observations 56,139 56,139 56,139 56,139 49,959

Panel B. Owner occupied
Years between turnover (d/ θ  Y ) −0.0027 −0.0030* −0.0058** −0.0049** −0.0007

(0.0014) (0.0013) (0.0018) (0.0014) (0.0047)
Percent change in FHFA Indexc — — 0.1744** — 0.2310**

— — (0.0523) — (0.0819)
log change in price ( θ  q / θ  Y ) — 0.0899** — 0.2485** —

— (0.0115) — (0.0563) —

MSA fixed effects 146 146 146 146 —
House fixed effects — — — — 2,953
KP weak inst. F-statistic — — — 335.39 —
First-stage coeff on %ΔFHFA index — — — 0.8012 —

— — — (0.0555) —

Root MSE 1.047 1.031 1.046 1.039 1.171

Observations 13,781 13,206 13,781 13,206 6,946

a Estimates are based on expression (5) in the text.
b log change in rent (price) are treated as endogenous. The change in the FHFA home purchase house price index 

between turnover dates is used as the instrument. Complete first-stage results are reported in the online Appendix.
c Calculated as the FHFA house price index in period t divided by the index in period t − τ, where t is the year 

the home turns over and τ is the time since previous turnover.
d The number of observations in the house fixed effects models are reduced relative to the corresponding MSA 

fixed effects models because of singleton observations. 
Standard errors clustered at the level of the indicated fixed effects in parentheses.
** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 * Significant at the 5 percent level.
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implies a filtering rate of negative 0.58 percent per year, well below estimates for 
rental housing.

D. Tenure Transitions and Total Housing Stocks

The models above confirm that housing filters down and that rental units filter 
faster than owner occupied. While informative, those estimates do not measure the 
rate at which the total stock of housing filters down. To do that requires that one 
control for tenure transitions and also the relative concentration of homes in the two 
housing sectors.

To take these considerations into account, the repeat income models were rees-
timated using pooled samples of owner-occupied and rental units. Results are pre-
sented in Table 4 for five different specifications. Notice that all of the specifications 
control for the change in the FHFA index between turnovers, the coefficient for 
which is always positive and significant as before.

In column 1, estimates are obtained using only observations for which tenure status 
changed upon turnover and controlling for MSA fixed effects. The estimated filter-
ing rate is negative 3.06 percent per year. Column 2 uses only homes for which no 
tenure transitions occur. This yields a filtering rate of negative 1.76 percent per year. 
The model in column 3 pools all observations on turnovers and includes controls for 
whether a home shifts from rent to own at turnover or from own to rent. The estimated 
filtering coefficient is nearly identical to the column 2 estimate. This is as anticipated 
since the omitted tenure-change category is no change in tenure status. The tenure 
transition coefficients in model 3 further indicate that upon changing tenure, there is 
a discrete increase in arriving occupant income for rent-to-own transitions of 28 per-
cent and a similar magnitude decrease for transitions going from own to rent.

Table 4—Real Change (log) in Arriving Occupant Income Allowing for Tenure Transitionsa

Turnovers with a 
change in tenure

Turnovers without 
a change in tenure

All 
turnovers

All 
turnovers

All 
turnoversc

Years between turnover −0.0306** −0.0176** −0.0173** −0.0185** −0.0289**
(0.0063) (0.0014) (0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0023)

Percent change in FHFA Indexb 0.3043** 0.2423** 0.2422** 0.2483** 0.2572**
(0.1127) (0.0448) (0.0447) (0.0461) (0.0329)

Change tenure from rent to own — — 0.2802** — —
— — (0.0221) — —

Change tenure from own to rent — — −0.2319** — —
— — (0.0246) — —

MSA fixed effects 132 147 147 147 —
House fixed effects — — — — 16,706
Root MSE 1.260 1.235 1.235 1.236 1.367

Observations 3,947 68,213 72,170 72,170 60,804

a Estimates are based on expression (5) in the text adjusted to allow for tenure transitions.
b Calculated as the FHFA house price index in period t divided by the index in period t − τ, where t is the year 

the home turns over, and τ is the time since previous turnover.
c The number of observations in the house fixed effects models are reduced relative to the corresponding MSA 

fixed effects models because of singleton observations.
Standard errors clustered at the level of the indicated fixed effects in parentheses.
** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 * Significant at the 5 percent level.
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Income Elasticity of Demand: Renters and Owners

Estimated income elasticities are much lower than 1
702 THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW FEBRUARY 2014

models as a three-equation SUR system with d and  θ  Y  set to their  full-sample model 
estimates from Tables 2 and 5: −0.0035 and 0.1235 for rental units, and −0.0084 and 
0.4126 for owner-occupied units.25 Forming d/ θ  Y  , these values imply model-based esti-
mates of γ equal to −0.0283 and −0.0204 for the rental and owner-occupied sectors, 
respectively. In comparison, the SUR model estimates of γ were lower, −0.0191 for 
rental units and −0.0035 for owner occupied, and the corresponding Wald test statistics 
(with a chi-square (1) distribution) were 29.55 and 78.75.26

For several reasons, it is not surprising that the model structure embodied in  
γ = d/ θ  Y  is rejected despite the qualitative support for the model described above. 
The first is that the plots in Figure 1 strongly suggest that age-related filtering pro-
ceeds at a nonlinear pace as homes age, and for that reason, the linear rate of depre-
ciation specification in (5) cannot be exact. Second, and related, the model outlined 
in (5) depends on a simple specification of housing demand that likely understates 
the complexity of the true functional form. For these and other reasons, I believe that 
the model structure in (5) is best characterized as a useful approximation that illu-
minates two important features of the filtering process.27 Those principles include 
that (i) the influence of depreciation on filtering rates is amplified by the income 
elasticity of demand given numerous plausible estimates which place that elasticity 
well below 1, and (ii) filtering rates vary inversely with house price inflation and 
therefore differ across locations.

25 The SUR models for the rental and owner-occupied units used the same specifications for the full-sample 
hedonic models in Table 2 and the demand functions in Table 5. The filtering equations were specified as in col-
umn 3 of Table 3.

26 Additional evidence that the model structure is likely not exact is obtained by backing out the price elasticity 
of demand for housing ( θ q ) implied by estimates of  θ q  / θ Y  from Table 3 and  θ Y  from Table 5. To do this, multiply 
the income elasticities from Table 5 by the coefficients on the log change in rent (price) in column 4 of panels A 
and B in Table 3. This yields estimates of  θ q  of 15.92 percent for rental units and 10.25 percent for owner occupied. 
Especially for owner-occupied housing, for which there are many estimates of  θ q  in the literature, the implied price 
elasticity is low.

27 Other reasons why the model fails a formal test are that current rather than permanent income is used in esti-
mating the housing demand models, and the large sample increases the power to reject the null.

Table 5—Housing Demand Regressions

Renter occupied 
(Dep. var.: log rent)

Owner occupied 
(Dep. var.: log price)

log family income ( θ  Y ) 0.1236** 0.4126**
(0.0098) (0.0349)

Socioeconomic household attributesa Yes Yes
MSA fixed effects 147 147
Year fixed effects 27 27
Within R2 0.150 0.254

Observations 56,139 13,782

a Additional controls include age of household head, marital status, and gender of house-
hold head (married, single female, single male), whether school age children are present, race 
(whether the household head is white, black, Asian, Hispanic, or other), education (whether 
the household head has more than a college degree, college degree, some college, high school 
degree, less than high school degree). Complete results for the housing demand regressions are 
reported in the online Appendix.

Standard errors clustered at the MSA level in parentheses.
** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 * Significant at the 5 percent level.
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V. Simulations

As a final exercise, this section highlights the degree to which house price inflation 
contributes to filtering. For these purposes, I draw upon the 1975 to 2011 change in 
the FHFA home purchase index for the United States and its nine census regions. 
Annualized values for the real change in the 1975–2011 indexes are reported in 
column 1 of Table 6. Filtering rates were then simulated by applying the annual-
ized changes in the FHFA index to the repeat income coefficients in Tables 3 and 
4 for the rental, owner-occupied, and pooled housing stocks. This was done using 
the MSA fixed effect specifications that include the FHFA index as a direct control 
for rent (price) changes between turnovers (column 3 in panels A and B of Table 3 
and column 4 of Table 4). Higher filtering rates would be obtained using the house 
fixed-effect models, but those models are imprecise for the owner-occupied sector 
as discussed earlier.

As shown in Table 6, at the national level the annualized real rate of house price 
inflation (in column 1) between 1975 and 2011 was 0.66 percent. That rate is too low 
for house price inflation to have much effect on the overall rate at which homes filter 
down. The coefficient on the change in the FHFA price index is approximately 0.2 
for the relevant models in Tables 3 and 4. Adjusting the filtering rate by the product 
of 0.2 and 0.66 reduces the rate at which housing filters down by just 0.13 percent-
age points. This suggests that for most of the nation, the long-run rate of filtering has 
been driven almost entirely by age-related effects with only modest influence from 
house price inflation.

There are exceptions, however. As reported in Table  6, the annualized rate of 
house price inflation between 1975 and 2011 was roughly 2 percent real per year 
in the New England and Pacific divisions. At that rate homes filter down roughly 

Table 6—Simulated Real Annualized Filtering Rates 1975–2011 Allowing for House Price Inflation

Filtering rates by housing tenure

Annualized real % 
change in house price 

(1975 to 2011)a Renter occupiedb Owner occupiedb

Pooled renter and 
owner occupied 

allowing for tenure 
transitionsb

(1) (2) (3) (4)

USA 0.66 −2.20 −0.48 −1.69
New England 2.02 −1.86 −0.25 −1.35
Middle Atlantic 1.26 −2.05 −0.38 −1.54
South Atlantic 0.35 −2.28 −0.54 −1.76
East South Central −0.07 −2.39 −0.61 −1.87
East North Central 0.02 −2.37 −0.60 −1.85
West South Central −0.08 −2.39 −0.61 −1.87
West North Central 0.21 −2.32 −0.56 −1.80
Mountain 0.46 −2.25 −0.52 −1.74
Pacific 2.24 −1.81 −0.21 −1.29

a Calculated by annualizing the FHFA all transactions (home purchase plus appraisals) house price index 1975–
2011 deflated by the CPI-U.

b The reported filtering rates were obtained by combining the coefficients from the repeat income models for the 
rental, owner-occupied, and pooled samples (column 3, panels A and B of Table 3 and column 4 of Table 4) with 
the column 1 measure of house price inflation:

• Renter-occupied (column 2) filtering rates = −0.0237–0.2522*(column 1).
• Owner-occupied (column 3) filtering rates = −0.0058–0.1744*(column 1).
• Pooled sample (column 4) filtering rates = −0.0185–0.2483*(column 1).
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Conclusions

Generally in the US, the filtering rate is fairly high: the overall
pooled rate is 2.9 when allowing for tenure transitions (Table 4)

Further, rental housing filters (2.5%) much more quickly than
owner-occupied housing (0.5)

However, filtering can be offset both by high income elasticities
of demand and high house price growth

Author estimates income elasticities much less than one, but
house price growth varies dramatically across the country

Author concludes that in most locations high filtering rates
suggest the market can provide housing for low income
households, but possibly not in places with high house price
growth
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